
Discrete Mathematics 2018 Fall

Problem Set 4.
4-1: The ancient king Gvidon had 5 children. It is known that exactly 57 of his descen-
dants had 3 children, while all others didn’t have any children. How many descendants
did the king have?
4-2: Let f, g : R −→ R be functions with f(x) = o(g(x)) (’f is little oh of g’). Is it true
that 2f(x) = o(g(x))? Is x · f(x) = o(g(x))?
4-3: Let G be a connected graph. For any u, v ∈ V (G), the distance d(u, v) is defined
as the length of the shortest path connecting u and v. Prove that the distance function
satisfies the triangle inequality, i.e. for any u, v, w ∈ V (G) we have d(u, w) + d(w, v) >
d(u, v).
4-4: Prove that every graph with n vertices and n−1 edges that does not contain a cycle
is a tree.
4-5: What is the Prüfer code of the following tree?

3 6 1 10

4
2 9 5

7 8

4-6: Find the trees that have the following Prüfer sequences:

(4, 4, 3, 1, 1); (4, 2, 1, 1, 3).

4-7:
(a) Describe which Prüfer codes correspond to stars (i.e. to trees where one vertex is

connected to all other vertices).
(b) Describe what trees correspond to Prüfer codes containing exactly 2 different values.
(c) And which trees have all distinct values in their Prüfer codes?

4-8: * n dogs and n cats are seated around a round table. We pick one dog and assign
numbers from 1 to n to each dog starting from the chosen one in clock-wise order. Then,
we choose a cat, and assign numbers from 1 to n to each cat starting from the chosen one
in counter clock-wise order. Prove that one can choose n consecutive animals such that
all numbers from 1 to n appear among the numbers assigned to them.


